2011 challenger v6

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Gave me a great deal on
my trade had the truck already cleaned up and sitting out front waiting for me as soon as I
showed up, handed them the check, signed the papers and they did a brief walk through on the
truck. They would have done a longer one but just traded in a bughorn so I knew most of the
features. They were very friendly and courteous the minute I got there. Would highly
recommend. Cody was no nonsense and gave me his best offer up front. Saved me time and I
got the truck I wanted! Great staff I ended up buying this nice corvette they worked and worked
until they found me a great place to finance the car with a rate under 3 percent I plan on buying
another vehicle from them in the future. Called earlier last week to come look at the vehicle and
was told that the vehicle was sold the week before. They wanted me to pay almost 8, I tried to
negotiate and agreed price but they weren't willing to negotiate and I was gonna pay CASH! He
tried to pressure me saying so many was looking at the vehicle.. We had a fantastic experience
with this dealership. The dealer we worked with was amazing. He was kind, not pushy, and felt
like he actually had OUR best interest in mind which isn't always the case from a dealership. We
ended up buying the Pilot we went in for and drove away very happy customers! I requested
more photos and information Which they did and they followed up with a phone call to make
sure I got what I requested. Received an email and a follow up call regarding my interest in a
vehicle. I tried making it up to see the vehicle but weather was a factor. Salesman was not
pushy which I greatly appreciated. Called me numerous times to verify my appointment to look
at a truck. I make my appointment and they sent the truck I was interested in to auction. They
had just sent the Jeep to auction by the time I requested information but they were outstanding
with their communication. Three different people from the dealership contacted me within
minutes. Awesome people to talk with. Seems to care about your needs. I would recommend
this dealership. Not friendly at all!!! I wanted to get the negotiations over with through email
before I made a 2 hour drive to the dealership. They told me to bring a check for that dollar
amount and "then we will talk"!!! Who even talks to a potential buyer like this?!?! Bait and
switch dealer. Advertise laramie, but pictures are Big Horn. Very shady. Do not buy from. All
staff were very professional and extremely knowledgeable on all aspects when it comes to
purchasing a New or used car great place l ll be coming back for sure. Very deceptive tactics. I
did not get straight answer to any of my questions. A total waste of my time and insult to my
intelligence. Scott Krontz did a great job getting my wife and I into a new vehicle that we
absolutely love! Way and fast process! Friendly environment will do all my car buying though
Jim Schmidt and Scott! Had a great experience with Jim Schmidt Ford. After a number of
questions to the salesman and him sending me a lot of pictures I purchased the car and had it
delivered to Kentucky. The delivery guys were very friendly and professional and made the
whole process easy. Thanks for being an honest dealer. The best buying experience i had better
than a new car dealerships, Wally and Kelly gave us a great deal the car was super clean they
carry nice quality cars. I will definitely go back for our next purchase. I saw this car on cargurus
and it had an amazing price. I was hesitant to take the drive up since I lived in Los Angeles. I got
in contact with Wally and he was able to FaceTime me and show me the car inside and out.
When I had arrived, the process for getting me financed was very easy. I would recommend this
dealership to all my family and friends. Couteous, and in continous contact to follow-up with
pressuring potential buyers. Although I purchased a Ford F from another dealership it was
because of the trim package alone that wasn't available. Would certainly contact them again.
The Challenger got creamed in comparison tests, and Dodge seems to have taken it to heart.
Amongst a long list of complaints, the Challenger was criticized for its hefty, barge-like
demeanor â€” weighing in as it does at just shy of 4, pounds. Answering in turn, Dodge has
decided not to address the excess weight, but instead to add additional oomph and mess with
the suspension. Band-Aids are best, after all. So for we see two engine updates for the
Challenger â€” the new Pentastar 3. The V6 is slated for the base SE trim. Clicking the automatic
switcher will lose you 4 horses and 10 lb-ft as well as forcing inclusion of the
Multi-Displacement System for increased fuel economy, because nothing says saving gas like a
4,pound V8 muscle car. With an extra 45 hp and 50 lb-ft showing up and rpm earlier, the car
certainly motivates with increased urgency. Dodge even claims to have widened the torque
curve, with almost more lb-ft available at just under 3, rpm. Couple those changes with a new
heavy-duty hydraulic pump for the electro-hydraulic steering and you have a car that handles
less like a canal barge, especially with the new, smaller, 3-spoke leather-wrapped steering
wheel. These changes come standard with V8 Challengers, but those who prefer the V6 will
have to click the Super Sport Group option to get the updates. Regardless, real-world testing
has proven the improvement, with decreased pedal travel and stopping distance. Sharp-eyed
enthusiasts will also notice the lower grille opening has been flipped upside down as opposed
to previous years, a change Dodge claims will result in better cooling. We'll help you find great

deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge
Challenger listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? The Dodge Challenger may look like a muscle car and go like a muscle car, but its
ability to also be a grand American touring coupe cements its status as the most livable of the
reborn pony cars. When the latest Dodge Challenger first debuted for , many people dismissed
this reborn nameplate as being too big, too heavy and not a sharp enough handler. But it turned
out that there was plenty of appeal hidden underneath that retro-styled sheet metal. With its
spacious interior, comfortable seats, compliant suspension and abundant power, the
Challenger represented both the rebirth of a classic American muscle car and the classic
American coupe. Now, for , the Challenger sees a host of changes that remedy many of the
previous faults while firmly keeping its lovable muscle car experience intact. Benefiting from
extensive changes made to its suspension, brakes and steering, the Dodge Challenger is more
capable of keeping up with its rivals when the road takes a turn or two. Even if the road is
straight, there's still a lot to like this year. First of all, the base V6 model is no longer a source of
automotive shame. The new "Pentastar" 3. Meanwhile, Dodge has added "" to the top-dog SRT8
model's name to match its cubic-inch 6. It cranks out the power to the tune of hp and pound-feet
of torque. The SRT8 is pretty darn cool, but it's really just overkill given its price, and a muscle
car with a V6 will always seem a little wrong. Having said that, you can't ignore the Challenger's
competitors. The Chevrolet Camaro is certainly more of an event car, with the flashiest styling
inside and out. The Ford Mustang is still the most well-rounded choice, giving up some of the
Challenger's comfort for more of a performance and handling edge. The Hyundai Genesis
Coupe is also worth considering for those who like the idea of a muscle car in a modern
wrapper. So it definitely comes down to personal taste, but if you're looking for the muscle car
that can double as a big, comfy coupe for ferrying kids to school, venturing on a whim to Utah
or embarking on a shopping expedition to Target, there has rarely been a more practical way to
lay a pair of giant black stripes upon the pavement. The Rallye package includes those features
plus automatic headlamps, foglamps, leather upholstery, heated front seats and a six-speaker
Boston Acoustics sound system. The Super Sport Group adds inch chrome-clad wheels and
performance-tuned suspension, brakes and steering. The Super Track Pak not a typo includes
higher-performance steering, brakes, shocks, tires and stability control programming. Either an
integrated Garmin navigation system can be added to that touchscreen unit or an upgraded
Chrysler navigation system that includes real-time traffic and weather. The Electronic
Convenience Group adds power fold-away mirrors and expanded trip computer information. A
sunroof is also optional, along with a variety of special Mopar trim pieces and styling
enhancements. The Track Pak adds a six-speed manual transmission. The SRT8 Inaugural
Edition gets special blue or white paint, full body stripes and other special exterior trim,
two-tone white-and-blue leather upholstery and interior trim, and special "" seat embossment.
The Dodge Challenger SE is powered by a new 3. A five-speed automatic is standard. The
Challenger's EPA fuel economy estimates were not available at the time of this writing. The
six-speed manual transmission available when ordering the Super Track Pak Group increases
output to hp and lb-ft. For , this engine -- when equipped with the automatic -- includes
fuel-saving cylinder-deactivation technology. The Challenger SRT8 gets a 6. A five-speed
automatic is standard and a six-speed manual is available with the Track Pak. In Edmunds
testing, an automatic-equipped SRT8 went from zero to 60 mph in 4. Every Dodge Challenger
comes standard with antilock disc brakes size and power differs based on trim and certain
option packages , stability and traction control, active front head restraints, front side airbags
and side curtain airbags. In Edmunds brake testing, the SRT8 came to a stop in an excellent
feet. The Challenger has not been rated using the government's new, more strenuous
crash-testing procedures. Its ratings which aren't comparable to tests were a perfect five stars
for frontal- and side-impact protection for driver and passengers. While all Dodge Challengers
are blessed with a ride quality that's comfortable enough to keep your mom happy when picking
her up from the airport, the base tuning of the SE is pretty floaty. We highly recommend going
for the Super Sport Group's performance-tuned suspension, which brings with it more
responsive steering and brakes. That goes double for the new SRT8 Whichever Challenger you

choose, though, you're getting a car that provides keener handling than it did last year -- just
not to the same degree as the more agile Mustang or Genesis Coupe. Unlike the Dodge
Challenger's distinctive-looking exterior, the interior is quite bland. A few styling cues, like the
large beveled dashboard and distinctive shifter knobs, are reminiscent of Challengers past, but
overall the interior experience pales in comparison to its retro-themed rivals. Rearward
visibility, because of the car's chunky rear roof pillars, is also poor. Despite a slightly confusing
audio interface, however, the interior is quite functional and its materials are of decent quality,
with plenty of soft-touch surfaces. The new gauges for ditch the original Timex Indiglo
illumination in favor of a more Casio cobalt-blue glow. A more important advancement this year
is the new, smaller-diameter steering wheel that's better contoured to fit the driver's hands. The
front seats in most Challengers are wide and flat, which doesn't do much for lateral support, but
they're exceptionally comfy for long-distance drives. The SRT8s have better bolstering and are
also covered in leather and faux suede. The rear seats are surprisingly roomy for two adults,
with good headroom and decent legroom. At Big power under a big hood, big seats and a
bigger-than-life personality, that's the Dodge Challenger SRT8. Then again, that was the
Challenger SRT8. But they don't drive the same. There's more power this year, but more
important, there's more usable power at lower rpm. So you'll notice a stronger pull from the
engine room in everyday driving, not just let-'er-rip blasts to the tachometer's redline. Likewise,
the revised suspension and steering don't just make themselves known while dancing around
little orange cones at a track event, because you can feel the difference just tooling along your
favorite stretch of two-lane blacktop. To be fair, the Challenger is a larger car than either the
Mustang or Camaro. But a revised steering and suspension setup combine to make the Dodge
Challenger feel far more composed and far more agile, so the new car actually drives more like
a midsizer than a full-sizer. Of course, all the past perks of the Challenger package remain,
which include a higher-quality, more driver-friendly interior than the Camaro and a much more
accommodating backseat than either the Chevy or the Mustang. And now that the Dodge boys
have given the Challenger SRT8 some middleweight agility along with an even greater
heavyweight punch, we're just knocked out. Available styles include 2dr Coupe 3. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge
Challenger. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge
lease specials Check out Dodge Challenger lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Compromised rear visibility
handling not as sharp as rivals. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Telling your friends you bought a V6-powered
Dodge Challenger is no longer something to be embarrassed about, as an all-new, more
powerful and more efficient base V6 engine debuts. The SRT8 model gains a more powerful V8
engine as well. All Challengers benefit from extensive changes made to the suspension,
steering and brakes, resulting in a more rewarding car to drive. There is also more standard
equipment for , along with reshaped seats and a more comfortable steering wheel. Read more.
Write a review See all 17 reviews. New Pentastar V6 Shines Bright! The New Challenger Rallye is
now the car to buy. I held off buying one until now because the old V6 engine was a slug. This
new Pentastar V6 engine with over HP and over lb-feet of torqe is the smoothest thing since
satin coats, which by the way would look great on anybody driving a 70's flashback car like the
Challenger. This engine will throw you back in your seats all the while growling like a angry
puppy. This engine is loving this car. Hemi's are great but let's talk insurance premiums and 5
dollar gas plus city traffic. The Challenger Rallye is the complete muscle car of the future
because it lives the part and gets 29 mpg on highway. Read less. Comfortable as all and
handles fantastic. Boy did they get it right this time!!! I have taken down a couple of Mustangs
and Camaros! Next weekend going to race track and get the true times. When planting the pedal
down the sound and feel makes me feel like I am a teenager again I am glad I waited a year for
the Turn off the radio, open the windows and sunroof to listen!! Rallye with Super Sport - Best
Value. I waited 3 years for the Pentastar and it was well-worth the patience. The engine delivers
exceptionally smooth performance from idle all the way to redline. Combined with a cabin that

is very quiet, you'd almost think that the engine was turned-off while stopped at an intersection
or light; I asked the salesman if the car had some sort of "engine shutdown" feature during the
initial test-drive. The big letdown is the 5-speed automatic, which lags badly when you need
instant throttle response. Excellent engine, not-so-great gearbox. The Rallye Super Sport
repsresents a good value with interior, suspension, steering, braking, and axle-ratio upgrades.
Year old and still 1 in my choice. For a V6 it turns 0 - 60 in 6sec flat all day long. It will bury the
needle with a little effort approaching the mph mark. Can honestly admit that the Challenger can
hang with the Mustang or Camero of equal equipment any day of the week and in most cases
walk away in second gear and never look back. See all 17 reviews of the Used Dodge
Challenger. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Challenger.
Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. See carmax. At CarMax,
finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a
trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store for details. Price assumes final purchase
will be made in GA, and excludes tax, title and tags. Some fees are location specific and may
change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have
unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Low
miles - 54,! Challenger trim. Our unmatched service and diverse Cadillac inventory have set us
apart as the preferred dealer in Portland. Visit us today to discover why we have the best
reputation in the Portland area. Price does not include a charge for 0. Schedule a test drive
today! Jim Butler is the Used Car Powerhouse! Please call today Elizabeth, St. While we make
every attempt to ensure pricing accuracy, Dealer is not responsible for computer or human
error and reserves the right to change prices if such error occurs. Visit Price excludes tax, title,
license and document fee. While we make every effort to prevent pricing errors, key stroke and
human errors do occur. Please contact dealer for details. Come find the vehicle of your choice
in your budget. Call us for details and to schedule a test drive on the vehicle of your choice.
ONLY 57, Miles! Ask for Details! Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Great
news! Terry uses Live Market Pricing that eliminates the guesswork and drastically reduces
your research time, because Terry prices all our cars haggle-free and well below market value.
Weber Chevrolet Granite City is a great resource for new and used St. Louis Chevrolet cars,
trucks, and SUVs. Since , we have provided St. Louis and all the surrounding cities with quality
vehicles and service. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Black
with a Black interior. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty. COM for more information.
This offer is based on the current condition of the vehicle and must be appraised at the
Dealership to receive the Trade-In Allowance. You may or may not qualify for all rebates. Price
does not include tax, tag, and fees. Price does not include any aftermarket products, bodies, or
upfits. Price includes applicable rebates: Contact us online at Our prices cannot be beat!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 4, Manual Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, 8
cylinders 1, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Price Drop. Title issue. Close Moss
Bros. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. New Pentastar V6 Shines
Bright! The New Challenger Rallye is now the car to buy. I held off buying one until now
because the old V6 engine was a slug. This new Pentastar V6 engine with over HP and over
lb-feet of torqe is the smoothest thing since satin coats, which by the way would look great on
anybody driving a 70's flashback car like the Challenger. This engine will throw you back in
your seats all the while growling like a angry puppy. This engine is loving this car. Hemi's are
great but let's talk insurance premiums and 5 dollar gas plus city traffic. The Challenger Rallye
is the complete muscle car of the future because it lives the part and gets 29 mpg on highway.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has

collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. That means hp instead of the
old 3. Dodge Challenger The Freshening also gives star turns to newly standard auto climate
control, keyless entry and start, side airbags, and inch wheels, plus reworked front and rear
suspension setups and a revised brake system. Oh, and the chrome fuel flap is standard this
year, too. Delving deeper into the chassis tweaks, the suspension overhaul means new shocks,
springs, and bushings across the range. Dodge has dialed in more negative camber at all four
corners and installed larger anti-roll bars at the front and rear. The SSG brakes improved pedal
feel and cut a whopping 21 feet from the tomph stopping distance of a V-6 Challenger we
previously tested. The steering in our car was more informative than before and had less slop.
The revised suspension had diminished impact harshness, imparted more eagerness on turn-in,
and improved straight-line stability. But the car is still a huge porky porksterâ€” pounds in this
case, about more than a V-6 Camaro and more than a V-6 Mustangâ€”so most of what the
chassis has to do is mitigate mass. Even though the Challenger changes direction more readily,
the overriding impression is that the car would rather continue in a straight line, thank you very
much. This is probably about as good as the base Challenger is going to get without dropping a
few hundred pounds. Although better to drive, the Challenger is still topped by the Camaro,
which is itself roundly trumped by the agile and satisfying Mustang. At rpm, the torque peaks
revs higher than before. At least the engine is smoother, and intake whoosh is now
accompanied by an actual feeling of progress. Not only is the standard transmissi
duramax fuel filter housing assembly
2001 s60 volvo
prodigy brake controller wiring diagram
on generally sluggish to respond, but this particular example also exhibited slurred, confused
shifts and hard gear engagement when going to full throttle. The tiny exterior door handles still
annoy, as does the terrible visibility, the latter a knock shared by the Camaro. Your pick boils
down to styling preferenceâ€”super-throwback or sorta-throwbackâ€”and brand allegiance. If
you want to cruiseâ€”and only cruiseâ€”by all means, buy this. But if you really love to drive,
you should visit a Ford dealership. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm.
New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View
Photos. What Is It? How Does It Drive? Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained
by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

